INTERPRETING
ARCHITECTURAL
FUNCTION

Through the architectural form.
Is it possible for the social logic of form to persist regardless of
the sculptural or aesthetic intention of the designer? This paper
examines two examples where the social uses of architectural
form is different in two pagodas with similar symmetries within its
vertical or horizontal axis (Hillier, 2011), to explore the relationship between generic form, space and meaning.
We hypothesize that different social functions of architecture can
be interpreted from architectural forms; even when the building is
designed to be visually similar. The original genotypic function can
be inferred through inference of genotypic form proposed by Hillier associating form to correlating spatial functions (Hillier, 2011).
The next step is when the building function has been changed,
resulting in observable differences within the form of the building.
This taps on Sakellaridou’s proposal of the post-canonic phase in
which rules belonging to the canonic phase becomes foregrounded, bringing relative disorder to the system by creating transformations of the formal structure (Sakellaridou, 2011 p.163).
The Great Pagoda (Fig.1) functions as an observation tower while
the Kek Lok Si Pagoda (Fig.2) as its original genotypic function as
a place of religious worship. Differences in interior architectural
forms reveal different functional configurations which affects the
overall form. This can be said to more closely follow Sakellaridous’ diachronic evolution of the formal structure (Sakellaridou,
2011 p.159) where the pagodas’ recognizable rules of having
vertically symmetrical ascending levels are repurposed. In this
case, the vertical access point – stairwell, is foregrounded in the
Kew pagoda, changing the configuration of a building from one of
ritualistic ascension to a shallow vertical axis which allows easy
access through a central stairwell, bringing relative disorder to
the pagodas’ religious function (Sakellaridou, 2011 p.163).
In these two pagodas, it’s purpose can be inferred to be different
despite the visually similar genotype of architecture. This is
inferred from the logic of how the spaces are structured from the
placement of the internal staircase. These strong spatial programmes are maintained through the organization of the building’s segregation and depth. (Hillier, 1985) The social logic of
form persists regardless of the sculptural intention of the designer.
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Understanding architectural function: Interpreting the social uses of architectural form.
This paper aims to investigate how we can interpret social uses of architectural form when two buildings
share a similar configurational genotype. This example will be based on two pagodas with similar
symmetries within its vertical or horizontal axis. (Hillier, 2011) This investigation is meant to prove if it is
possible for the social logic of form to persist regardless of the sculptural or aesthetic intention of the
designer, to explore the relationship between generic form, space and meaning.
Architectural function can be interpreted through a two-step analysis of the buildings’ geometrical facade as mentioned in “A Configurational Theory of Generic Meaning in Architecture and its Limits” (Hillier,
2011). This process is firstly syntactic; by identifying the shape and composition of the building’s form,
‘significance’; and assigning the shape to an associated category, ‘signification’. This significance and
interpretation of architecture is unlike natural language where signification is immediately associated with
the context of the word. Hillier states that the significance of form requires the identification of shape
before assigning it to a category. Therefore, symmetry and asymmetry play a key role in the interpretation
of architectural meaning and signification of architectural form. Symbolic meaning can be associated to
different configurational patterns and axial symmetry found within architectural form, resulting in the
representation of genotypes. Hillier associates the symbolism of these architectural compositions to point
towards social functions; where vertical lines represents buildings functioning towards the expression of
an idea whereas the horizontal line represents collectivities and collective presence. This association can
be seen in churches and places of worship often elongated along the vertical axis and monasteries along
the horizontal.
To expand on Hillier’s idea, Sakellaridou (Sakellaridou, 2011) studies the changing phases of
configurational forms as genotypes often vary in configuration over time. Sakellaridou looks at the formal
and material synthesis of architectural objects relating to the distribution of functions, examining that
structures all follow logical ‘rules’ that determine architectural form. These forms can either be synchronic
- the predefined structure of a building, or diachronic - the formal structure of a building which changes
because of social use. Diachronic evolution of the formal structure relates to the degree of realization of
three interdependent aspects which makes up its rules. ‘What’, ‘how’ and ‘where’, referring to its nature,
the degree of order and the domains of its realization. Sakellaridou evaluates that architectural form can
be formally analyzed through the building’s mass ‘volumes and volumetric symmetry’, elevation ‘the
degree of correspondence within its frontality’, and plans ‘symmetry and organization of spaces according
to continuous zones and depth’. (Sakellaridou, 2011 p.159) There are also three phases of diachronic
organization termed the pre-canonic, canonic and post-canonic phases. The pre-canonic phase is the
combination of different rules, the canonic is where the rules become recognizable, stable structures
while the post-canonic is where the rules of the canonic phase is foregrounded, bringing relative disorder
to the system by creating transformations of the formal structure.
The two authors infer meaning within architectural form through similarly complex logical process
cognized by the human observer. However, while Hillier proposes the foundational idea of genotypic
form, Sakellaridou takes Hillier’s idea of genotypic form a step further in order to consider the evolution of
form through functional ‘rules’. In this paper, we hypothesize that different social functions of architecture
can be interpreted from architectural forms; even when the building is designed to be visually similar. The
original genotypic function can be inferred through genotypic form proposed by Hillier. The next step is
when the building function has been changed, resulting in observable differences within the form of the
building. This taps on Sakellaridou’s proposal of the post-canonic phase in which rules belonging to the
canonic phase becomes foregrounded, bringing relative disorder to the system by creating
transformations of the formal structure (Sakellaridou, 2011 p.163). However, the difference is that while
Sakellaridou’s research only focuses on a single genotypic function – of residential houses, this paper
focuses on two pagodas with the same genotypic form but entirely different functions, one for religious
worship and the other, an observation tower. Therefore, to accurately quantify the subtilities in form which
inform vastly different architectural, this paper looks towards space syntax methodologies of architectural
research in order to explore the relationship between generic form, space and meaning.
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Fig.1 Kek Lok Si Temple, Penang, Malaysia. (Chan, 2018)
Fig.2 The Great Pagoda (Putri, 2016),

Fig.3 The Great Pagoda Interior (Skellon Studio, 2018)
Fig.4-6 Kek Lok Si Temple, Penang, Malaysia. (Chan, 2018)
The Great Pagoda in the Kew Garden London was designed by Sir William Chambers, inspired by the
architecture of his travel to East Asia (Great Pagoda | Kew, 2020). It was designed without the religious
context associated with East Asian pagodas, despite adopting their architectural form (see Fig.1).
Following Hillier’s association between genotypic symbolism found in symmetrical architectural
compositions in this case would be inaccurate as the vertical axis has been repurposed beyond its
religious and ideological symbolism, but instead used for the practical function of an observation tower in
Kew gardens (see Fig.2). Meanwhile, when comparing the interiors of both temples, it reveals slightly
different forms. The Kew pagoda reveals a functional spatial configuration with the stairs serving as a
central access while surrounding spaces are used for exhibitions (see Fig.3). However, the Kek Lok Si
temple in Penang has an interior configured for religious functions, with various idols aligned along the
central vertical axis on different levels for religious worship (Fig. 4, 5 and 6).
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Fig 7. Justified Graph of Pagodas. (Chan, 2020)
Differences in interior architectural forms reveal different functional configurations which affects the
overall form. This can be said to more closely follow Sakellaridous’ diachronic evolution of the formal
structure (Sakellaridou, 2011 p.159) where the pagodas’ recognizable rules of having vertically
symmetrical ascending levels are repurposed. In this case, the vertical access point – stairwell, is
foregrounded in the Kew pagoda, changing the configuration of a building from one of ritualistic ascension
to a shallow vertical axis which allows easy access through a central stairwell, bringing relative disorder to
the pagodas’ religious function (Sakellaridou, 2011 p.163). This can be analyzed using a justified graph
(Fig 7), with red nodes representing individual staircases, to view the permeability structure and depth of
these spaces (Hillier and Hanson, 1984). Meanwhile, the pagoda of Kek Lok Si Temple is linear,
increasing the overall depth of the space. The stairs no longer serve an efficient and practical purpose as
it is disjointed by the central placement of rooms in between and it is necessary to go through stairwells
and rooms to reach the top. This is also an example of the theory of centrality in built form, where the
central placement of rooms disrupts the vertical connection of the staircase to obstruct potential
movement and increase the overall depth of the building. (Hillier 2002)
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Figure 8 Kew Pagoda Section (Kew, 2020), Figure 9 Kek Lok Si Isometric (Chan,2020)
In these two pagodas, its purpose can be inferred to be different despite the visually similar genotype of
architecture. This is inferred from the logic of how the spaces are structured from the placement of the
internal staircase in Kew (Fig 8) and in Kek Lok Si (Fig 9). The social uses can be studied from this
configuration where the Kew Pagoda’s form is made for the function of accessibility through the stairwell
while the Pagoda at Kek Lok Si Temple is one of social ritual, forcing the visitor to pass through every
floor and its central idols to ascend to the top. These strong spatial programmes are maintained through
the organization of the building’s segregation and depth. (Hillier, 1985) This inference can also be
evidenced from “Quite Unlike the Pleasures of Scratching” (Hillier, 1993), another of Hillier’s works
exploring the cognitive interpretation of architecture. Hillier references the study of parallel cognition in the
human mind (Pinker 1997, p141) where the mind unconsciously computes the location color, contour,
depth and motion. Hillier states that architecture relies on parallel cognition which takes not just the
object’s form into consideration but also its site and context, which he sees to be inseparable from the
theory of structuralism. The social logic of form persists regardless of the sculptural intention of the
designer. In the case of Kew’s Pagoda, it can be inferred that it is just a genotypic replica of form as the
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garden cannot be logically inferred to be a site of worship while the internal configuration does not point
towards religious objects or the space operating as a site of religious ideology.
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Critical Review Week 2
The social function of space: architecture and its influence on local
communities.
Bill Hillier examines in The Social Logic of Space (Hillier and Hanson, 1984) how social
relationships manifest themselves within the build environment. To support this, he studies old
english cottages and documents relative asymmetries (RA) within the space to deduce the living
patterns of inhabitants and the levels of social interactions inhabitants might have with visitors.
Hillier explains the hierarchies of spaces within the genotype of an english cottage by justifying
the recorded analysis with social customs of the time. In the old genotype, living rooms had the
lowest RA and acted as the center of the house as front doors were seldom locked and visitors
could easily access the living room to socialize. As a result, there is a stricter spatial hierarchy
where visitors are mostly contained to the living room for socialization and do not wander into
other, more private areas of the house. In this case, form follows function and the average RA of
the other areas of the house can be seen to be higher.
Conversely, in the new genotype of the modern english cottage, the relationships of the local
community have changed. This social change can be seen in the front entrance of the house.
The previously open front door of the house is now kept locked, keeping out random visitors.
On the other hand, the stricter boundary between the inside and outside of the house has
resulted in a lower RA with reduced spatial segregation within the house.
This idea of a spatial - social influence can also be seen in the Actor-Network Theory (ANT)
(Yaneva, 2009) when applied to an architectural space. ANT argues that design is socially linked,
inevitably mobilizing individual conscious decisions which affect a users response towards the
design and their societal choices. With this logic, ANT states that objects of design can be
deliberately made to shape or even replace human actions. This means that they can mold the
decisions we make, influence the effects of our actions and change the way we move through
the world.
The Actor-Network theory, when applied to architecture, aligns itself to Hiller’s analysis of the
social functions of spaces and how architecture informs and is informed by the social
relationships between the inhabitants and their visitors.
Since the above authors imply that form and function are interlinked with societal structure, can
we hypothesize that local communities are able to infer social cues through the form of
architecture? In this sense, does form inform cues of societal function?
In Hiller’s analysis of the English Cottage genotype (Hillier and Hanson, 1984), it seems to have
presented a chicken and an egg problem. Which came first? The change of physical

architectural boundaries or the change in social relationships that have led to the changing
social functions of space, leading to the establishment of spatial boundaries.
In the Actor-Network Theory (Yaneva, 2009), it clearly states that form does affect human choices
of actions and how we respond socially.I believe this can be clarified using a more drastic case
study of nuanced changes within the architectural form of a same genotype.
Emerald Hill in Singapore is one such example. Along this street are rows of buildings with the
same Peranakan Shophouse genotype. The buildings have all been modernized but preserved
similarly under the same regulatory laws, maintaining their facade. However, along this street
are similar buildings performing different functions.

Fig.1 Residential Shophouse

Fig.2 Commercial Shophouse
In the English Cottage, Hiller noted a significant change in the facade of the building from one
that is closed off with a hidden parlor but an open front door, to one that had an open facade but
a locked front door. (Hillier and Hanson, 1984)
A similarly nuanced difference can be seen between these two rows of shophouses. In Fig.1,
the shophouse can be seen as closed off, with locked doors and closed windows. However, in
Fig.2, the same building has an open facade where the doors and windows are left open. Their
social functions are vastly different with Fig.1 being a row of residential buildings with its
inhabitant’s territory divided by party walls while in Fig.2 the same party walls exist but there is a
shared outdoor area and the shophouses are open to all visitors.
From this study, I can conclude that local communities do infer social cues through the nuanced
form of architecture which affect how they choose to socially interact with the functions of the
building although more investigation should be done into Hiller’s work and how he presents the
establishment of social functions and changes within the space.
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Critical Review Week 3
Understanding architecture through art and science: How do we uncover the social logic of
space within polarizing fields of documentation?
Architecture Within Art:
In Robin Evans’ “Figures, Doors and Passages”(Evans, 1997), he seeks to justify the logic of the
architectural forms through its social functions. Evans states that architecture has been
purposefully organized by the architect, influenced by social customs.

Fig 1. Madonna dell'lmpannata (Madonna dell'lmpannata, 1514)
Evans justifies the intent of architecture through representations of human figures in the art and
literature of its time. He likens the portrayal of Madonna in Raphael’s painting of Madonna
dell'lmpannata to symbolize the context of personal relationships during the sixteenth century. At
that time, Villa Madama was also commissioned.

Fig 2. Villa Madama (Greenwood, 1928)
Using these comparisons, Evans justifies that within the work of art and architectural design, the
composition of figures (and rooms) dominated the space rather than just being subjects. This
then translates to Villa Madama with its unique composition of rooms meant that spaces flowed
into each other interconnected by several doors; turning the house into a matrix of discrete but
interconnected chambers bringing the relationships of inhabitants to the forefront of its spatial
logic.
Evans further states that these interconnected and congregational relationships within italian
spaces of the time were documented in works of literature which describes these meetings as
part of their social routine. Through the study of art, Evans justifies the social logic of
architectural spaces to act as a background which facilitated a communal society in which
spaces served to inevitably connect its users.
Architecture Within Science:
The social logic within architecture can also be justified empirically in a scientific way. In ‘To take
hold of space: isovists and isovist fields’, (Benedikt, 1979) Benedikt approaches the study of
architectural spaces through the use of spatial perception, supported by the science of
psychology and the calculation of light within the visual environment.
Benedikt is influenced by the works of psychologist JJ Gibson who defines the environment as a
surrounding “layout of surfaces” which gives structure to light scattered from the surfaces.
(Gibson, 1983)

Fig 3. Isovist Fields (Benedikt, 1979)

From this theory Benedikt proposes the Isovist form of architectural study which allows one to
study a person’s perceived environment and the visual experience derived from the surrounding
materiality (influencing light). This forms isovist fields, or the collective isovists along a path
through the model of an environment.
Benedikt proposes that the behaviour and perception of individuals within these environments
can be deduced from these isovist fields as it reveals the intake of visual information and visual
exposure of a surrounding environment. This affects a persons’ cognition and mental
processing of a space.
An example would be the social correlation between visibility and crime incidences. Crimes
occur within limited isovist fields where an individual can remain inconspicuous and safe from
sudden detection and having an avenue for escape. Therefore, Benedikt likewise proposes a
form of empirical analysis to justify the social logic and functions within works of architecture
and space in his study of isovist fields in relation to environmental perception.
The authors propose polarizing methods of understanding the social logic of spaces and
architecture. However, as both methods seem to be entirely feasible in justifying spatial intent,
we can hypothesize that the understanding of the social logic of space should not be mutually
exclusive between the social representations of art and the social justifications of science. But
rather, they should work together in depicting a more complete representation of the spatial
intents and organizations.
Architecture can be likewise said to reside on a scale between art and science where the form is
inevitably connected to its engineered function. Evans makes it clear that the study of plans
does not refer to the reinstatement of functionalism or behavioural determinism but rather that

the plans could perhaps prevent or hinder people from behaving in particular ways, serving to
reinforce social functions or expectations of that time rather than to impose them upon its
occupants. This selective organization of space can similarly be seen in Benedikt’s study of
visibility and crime rates. In both cases, they are similarly referring to the use of architectural
divisions to selectively organize inhabited spaces to suggest certain usage patterns.
Although these are just certain aspects of the social logic of spaces justified through two
separate lenses of art and science, I believe that it is conclusive enough to suggest that the
study of architecture is one that must be viewed through different perspectives to fully
understand it. This lends itself to the formation of an architectural syntactic structure which is
further investigated in The Social Logic of Space (Hillier and Hanson, 1984) which takes into
account building patterns and genotypes as analyzed simultaneously through empirical graph
theories as well as ethnographic social observations.
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Critical Review Week 4
Spaces and Interaction: The theory of constructed social spaces.
In John Peponis’s analysis (Peponis, 2012) , he states his desire to bridge research in
architecture and cognitive psychology. He does this by questioning the relationship between
human cognitive behaviour and the surrounding built environment. In his work (Peponis, 2012),
he provides some practical examples of this notion in architectural design; in one of the
examples, Peponis describes that museums with circulation lines that have fewer turns and are
well connected are better utilized by visitors. Peponis states that the alignment and
interconnectivity of spaces, as a result, can be proven to have large impacts on how people go
through a space. Another example provided would be how people in unfamiliar large complex
spaces initially direct their paths to spaces with more direct connections. (Haq and Zimring,
2003) With these examples, Peponis states that immediate visual ﬁelds from certain points also
affect the willingness to interact with certain spatial locations. As a result, Peponis proposes
using the method of ‘Direct Purview’, referring to the visibility and accessibility of spaces, to
determine the potential ﬁeld of access, movement, search, encounter and co-presence within a
space. Peponis proposes this method to be applied two ways; as a ‘Local Purview’ which
measures internal or smaller spatial conﬁgurations through the use of isovists or visibility
polygons that measures the direct lines of sight of a person within a space, introduced by
Benedikt (Benedikt, 1979) in square meaters; or as a ‘Global Purview’, which measures a large
area by calculating the mean turns within the space. Peponis states these to be objective
properties that can be inferred from repeated trajectories of perception over time which inform
cognitive schemata.
Additionally, in the works of Bill Hillier (Hillier, 2002), he similarly discusses the effect of spatial
conﬁguration on movement and the space-creating mechanism being driven by the inﬂuence of
movement on space; this can be otherwise seen as the inﬂuence of movement within social
spaces on the built environment, which Hillier considers a ‘function-to-space’ mechanism. He
explains this through the law of ‘centrality’ - the placement of objects in the center of the space
which creates more overall obstruction to lines of sight and potential movement as opposed to
placing it at the edge. This is because by placing things in a central location, it creates more
evenly distributed gain (the distance of the shortest point from one end of a space to another).
Hillier then provides a practical example of this law in the practice of constructing a settlement.
Hillier states that in a settlement, when faced with a choice of placing an object (or building)
between two other objects, the designer or planner should choose to place it closer to one
object and further away from the other to minimize the gain in universal distance in the urban
system as a whole. This choice can be seen in many urban settlements (Hillier, 2002) when
examining its axial lines, measured by the representation of linear streets within a city. Long to
short axial line distribution is pervasive at all levels of settlement and growth; where long axial
lines serve to give global structure to the overall pattern with local structure ﬁtted into it. Long

lines also connect the local settlement areas with the global structure, or the area around it. As
a result, in Hillier’s analysis, it can be seen that the movement within space affects the
settlement layout, where there is a conscious decision to minimize gain by creating long and
short lines rather than lines of similar length.
While Peponis works predominantly focus on human cognition affecting spatial layouts through
the analysis of purviews and lines of sight, it follows a similar overarching concept to Hillier’s
works on the laws of centrality governing urban layouts; in which both authors similarly
acknowledge the correlation between the function and space in relation to sight and movement despite the varying scales of analysis. Spatial conﬁguration can be hypothesized to be governed
by people’s interactions with it, as evidenced from both Peponis and Hillier’s studies. In another
text by Bill Hillier and Alan Penn (Hillier and Penn, 1991), they propose a similar concept as
Peponis’s study of the museum spatial circulation in relation to the visitor’s preference to utilize
better connected spaces. Hillier and Penn proposes four categories of spaces and in two of the
categories, C and D where spaces are in one or more circulation loops, they note that these
interconnected spaces provide better visitor experiences that enable sequential and strong
curatorial content as well as potential for exploration within the visitor’s experience of the
museum.
Therefore, I believe that these studies give us valuable insight on the correlation between the
way people interact with space and the effects it has on resulting conﬁgurations. As mentioned
by Hillier (Hillier, 2002), this correlation, when applied to spatial analysis such as axial
geometries, would reveal a lot about syntactic differences within cities and spaces, which in
turn, would provide a clearer representation of the ‘spatial culture’ or the design of socio-spatial
systems. (Peponis J, 2018)
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Critical Review Week 5
Understanding architectural function: Can we interpret the social uses of
architectural forms devoid of visible social function?
Form as configuration:
Architectural function can be interpreted through a two step analysis of the geometry of a
building either through it’s facade of overall structure as mentioned in “A Configurational Theory
of Generic Meaning in Architecture and its Limits” (Hillier, 2011). Hillier explains this
interpretation as predominantly two-step process which is firstly syntactic - by identifying the
shape or composition of shapes of the building’s form, which he terms ‘significance’; and next
assigning the shape to an associated category, termed ‘signification’. This significance on form
and interpreting architecture is considered to be unlike natural language where signification is
immediately associated to the context of the word.
Hillier states that the significance of form requires firstly the identification of shape before
assigning it to a category. As a result of this, symmetry and asymmetry plays a key role in the
interpretation of architectural meaning and signification of object arrays. Through the
configurational patterns of architectural forms through its shape, symbolic meanings can be
associated with it, thus representing certain genotypic forms. The genotypic form can be
inferred from variations found in the symmetry and vertical or horizontal axis of a building.
Furthermore, Hillier associates the symbolism of these architectural compositions to point
towards specific social function; where the vertical line points towards the building functioning
towards an idea rather than persons whereas the horizontal line points towards collectivities and
collective presence. This association can be seen in churches and places of worship often
elongated along the vertical axis and monasteries along the horizontal.
Phases of configurational forms:
Meanwhile, the changing phases of configurational forms are also studied; as genotypes often
vary in configuration over time. “Searching for order: Synchronic and Diachronic Aspects (of a
personal case)” (Sakellaridou, 2011) also looks at the formal and material synthesis of
architectural objects relating to the distribution of functions. Sakellaridou examines that
structures all follow logical ‘rules’, being properties of the space which forms its formal order.
These formal orders can either be synchronic, meaning the predefined structure of a building; or
diachronic, where the formal structure of a building changes over time as a result of social use.
This diachronic aspect and the evolution of the formal structure is observed to be related to the
degree of realization of three interdependent aspects of a rule - what, how and where; referring
to its nature, the degree of order and the domains of its realization. As a result, Sakellaridou
evaluates that architectural form can be formally analyzed through the building’s mass referring to its volumes and volumetric symmetry, elevation - referring to the degree of
correspondence of its aspects of frontality, and plans - symmetry of spaces to themselves and
the organization of spaces according to continuous zones and depth. Additionally. There are

three phases of diachronic organization termed the pre-canonic, canonic and post-canonic
phase. The pre-canonic phase is the combination of different rules, the canonic is where the
rules become recognizable, stable structures while the post-canonic is where the rules of the
canonic phase is foregrounded - brought into prominence, and brought relative disorder to the
system by creating transformations of the formal structure.
Meaning in architecture:
In the works of these two authors, it can be seen that the meaning within architectural form can
be inferred through an extremely complex logical process which can be cognized by the human
observer. However, can this idea be taken a step further? Can we hypothesize that we can
interpret the social uses of architectural forms devoid of visible social function; particularly when
the building is designed to be visually similar but serve different social functions?

Fig.1 The Great Pagoda (Putri, 2016), Fig.2 The Great Pagoda Interior (Skellon Studio, 2018)

Fig.3-6 Kek Lok Si Temple, Penang, Malaysia. (Chan, 2018)
This brings us to an interesting case study of The Great Pagoda in the Kew Garden London,
UK. This pagoda was designed by Sir William Chambers, inspired by the architecture of his
travel to East Asia. (Great Pagoda | Kew, 2020) It was designed without a direct reference of an
East Asian Pagoda, and also without the religious context associated with it. Instead, it is being

used as an observation tower in the Kew gardens; it’s exterior mimicking the layered vertical
axis and roof shape (see Fig.1) while it’s interior serves only the practical function of ascension
(see Fig.2). The original east asian pagodas, however, is often associated with the buddhist
religion and functions as a place of prayer and worship. This East Asian pagoda form and
function genotype is followed in many parts of South-East Asia. The Kek Lok Si temple in
Penang for example has an exterior which maintains a similar configuration in its architectural
form (Fig. 3), however, the interior follows the original East Asian pagoda in its religious function
which is vastly different from the Kew model with various idols vertically aligned on different
levels on the central axis for religious worship (Fig. 4, 5 and 6).
Therefore, despite these figures being devoid of people practicing the space’s social functions,
it’s purpose can be inferred to be different despite the visually similar genotype of architecture.
This inference can be evidenced from “Quite Unlike the Pleasures of Scratching” (Hillier, 1993),
another of Hillier’s works exploring the cognitive interpretation of architecture. Hillier references
the study of parallel cognition in the human mind (Pinker 1997, p141) where the mind
unconsciously computes the location color, contour, depth and motion. Hillier states that
architecture relies on parallel cognition which takes not just the object’s form into consideration
but also its site and context, which he sees to be inseparable from the theory of structuralism;
where the social logic of form persists through the nature of form itself regardless of the
sculptural intention of the designer. . Therefore, the function of space can be logically deduced
from it’s form. In the case of Kew’s Pagoda, it can be inferred that it is just a genotypic replica of
form as the garden cannot be logically inferred to be a site of worship while the internal
configuration does not point towards religious objects or the space operating as a site of
religious ideology.
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Critical Review Week 5
Qualifying architectural design intent: contentions surrounding architectural
symmetries and their ideological intents.
In ‘Mies van der Rohe’s Paradoxical Symmetries’ (Evans, 1990), Evans provides a strong
argument which dissects the rationality of interpretations surrounding the Barcelona Pavilion - a
project which had gained international fame during its temporary showcase which was later
demolished and then rebuilt. Evans’s perspective serves as a rational approach towards
understanding the true intention of the Barcelona Pavillion’s architectural form despite
interpretations that have seeked to qualify its theoretical intentions. One such example would be
how Evans analyzed the symmetry of Barcelona Pavilion where it can be seen to disrupt its
surrounding symmetrical facade. The pavilion was intentionally antagonistic in it’s architectural
form which was specifically built on a symmetrical axis to cancel its symmetry. Theoretical
interpretations of this act positioned this architectural work to be political, despite it being
unconfirmed by Mies. Through this, Evans made the point that architecture, whether
intentionally or not, could be an agent of political indoctrination. This was because of the
architectural form’s use of symmetry or asymmetry which resulted in the theoretical qualification
of its intent due to its association to european architectural convention which used symmetry to
represent imperiousness, authority and national aggrandizement, and the inverse to show the
Weimar Republic’s stance of conciliation towards the other nations of Europe which was
expressed in a violent repudiation of symmetry.
In other works such as in ‘The Mathematics of the Ideal Villa’ (Rowe., 1976), Rowe finds that
famous works of historical architecture, those of Palladio and Le Corbusier, also share a
common mathematical standard which was reflected in their architectural form. This pertained to
it’s ratio - or in a sense, calculated asymmetry. Le Corbusier employed the golden ratio in his
elevations, while Palladio used the Ionic order, an alternative system of measurement. However,
in both cases they intended to employ a similar method of mathematical asymmetry in order to
achieve aesthetic beauty within architectural form. This mathematical standard of architectural
form was related to Christopher Wren's ‘natural beauty’ which represented the mathematical
beauty which was customary in their time. In the case of Rowe’s work, architectural symmetry
was less about ideological intent but rather achieving a qualified standard of aesthetically
pleasing architectural form.
However, referring back to Evan’s idea of architectural form being applied to unintended
ideology, whether or not the architect’s intention was to stage a theoretical ideology within
architectural form does not seem to exempt architecture from its symbolic function. The
architect’s intent may only be to implement symmetry as a representation of aesthetic
architectural form but it cannot be viewed apart from its symbolic exemplification. In ‘How
Buildings Mean’(Goodman, 1985), Goodman explains that certain types of building structures
primarily influence the way the architecture is interpreted - whether or not they are meant to
represent anything. Churches for example, are works of architecture where symmetry and ratio

is qualified to be interpreted as symbolic intent. This symmetry may not necessarily be one of
spatial intent, but in its built form; columns, beams, frames and the structure all play a role in the
exemplification of structure which accompany, taking precedence over or being subordinate to
other ways of meaning. It can be noted that this idea of exemplification or the manifestation of
ideological intent in architecture can also be seen in “A Configurational Theory of Generic
Meaning in Architecture and its Limits” (Hillier, 2011). Hillier likewise associates the semantics of
architecture to understanding architectural syntax; the identification of shape which is largely
dependent on its configurational ratio and symmetry, leading to signification of object and
architectural arrays. Therefore, it can be said that unlike natural language, architectural design whether intentional or not can be qualified to play a significant role in conveying symbolic
meaning and ideology.
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Critical Review Week 7
Can the panoptic state be seen as an amplification of human’s
organizational ideals? Comparing Foucault’s panopticism to Hillier’s idea of
humanity’s spatial laws.
Panopticism as a disciplinary mechanism of urban organization:
In ‘Discipline and Punish’ (Foucault,1975) Foucault explores the model of panopticism through
his case study of the plague; where towns were turned into urban mechanisms of surveillance
imposed through the confinement of households which turned streets into corridors where
patrols could be done. This imposed order was upheld by various levels of inspectors which
verified the confinement and health of every household through daily roll calls which ensured
that no sick or dead inhabitants were being concealed. Foucault also mentioned that this idea of
the urban disciplinary mechanism can be applied to any form of disorder in cities to varying
extents such as to control rebellions, crimes or forms of civil disorder; giving rise to the ritual of
exclusion which calls for multiple separations and reorganization of society in order to exert
more control and power over the masses.
Limitations of the panoptic model:
Foucault also studies Jeremy Bentham’s proposal of the panopticon which functions as a
utilitarian work of architecture intended to induce in the inmate a state of conscious and
permanent visibility where it assures the automatic functioning of power. (Foucault,1975) It was
proposed as a contained study of the mechanism of power implemented through spatial order
with the intentions of this model being applied throughout society within enclosed buildings such
as schools, industries or hospitals ;where individuals could be isolated from surrounding society
in fully permeable cells. The panoptic model of surveillance is meant to amplify the power to
observe society without impeding daily life. This method would be economical and met with little
resistance in order to increase the productivity of institutions it is implemented on. However,
there is a limit to the panoptic model which Bentham had proposed. Through the analysis of the
panopticon with isovist, it was proven that although effective in observing every cell, any object
placed in the central spaces would impede visibility. (Steadman, 2014) This meant that the
efficiency of spatial usage is poor with only 50% of space used as cells in Bentham’s model.
When applied to hospital wards, it also resulted in wasted space which had to be used for
circulation and a greater depth of spaces because of the centrality of the layout. (Hillier 2002)
The isovist analysis also shows that from within the cell, its prisoners would be able to see
guards leave their post, due to the centrality of the guard post, and also be able to see people in
neighboring cells. This proves that Bentham’s desire for the complete isolation of prisoners
would not work.
Similarities between the panoptic model and urban organization:
Despite the shortcomings of Bentham’s panopticon, panopticism as a social theory has been
proved to be effective in reorganizing the spatial purpose of urban layouts when upheld by
human patrol. Therefore, does that mean that there has been innate social logic in the way

urban spaces are organized where it can be seen as an amplification of human society’s
organizational ideals? Referring back to Foucault’s example of the panoptic state during the
plague, it can be seen that the global functions and interface of the city has been modified - this
is despite the fact that there was no change in the city’s physical built form. The function of the
space became one of panopticism as the power dynamics between inhabitants and visitors was
swapped. It becomes similar to the strong programming of the hospital where guards on patrol
take on the role of inhabitants, holding power over the residents of the space and keeping them
to their assigned locations, as visitors would be in wards of a hospital. (Hillier; Hanson; Peponis,
1984) As a result, very little that is unprogrammed can occur in the urban space as the
circulation patterns of residents are restricted and individuals are accounted for by the guards.
This innate social logic can perhaps be explained to some extent in the case study of
settlements in ‘The nature of the artificial’ (Hillier, 1985) where Hillier explains the science
behind seemingly natural human design. This can be seen in small settlements which all seem
to have beady ring structures from the center of the village which Hillier describes as a result of
organic growth apparent in variations of small settlements. He explains this phenomena through
the law of social relations that happen within spaces resulting in the requirement of different
spatial patterns. Through the use of justified graphs, he proves the cultural principle known as
‘genotypes’ which associates social relations and activities with certain spatial patterns.
Genotypic patterns can also be seen in urban grids and larger settlements under considerable
surface differences. The beady ring structure evolves to become a deformed wheel - structures
with integrated cores and somewhat circular distributions of connected paths between more
segregated areas. These ring-like structures seem to have organizational similarities in its form
as Bentham’s panopticon model. As Hillier mentions “In a sense it is neither function nor form
which should be the object of an explanatory theory, but the means by which one turns into the
other. It follows that the attempt to analyse spatial forms in terms of purpose can never be more
than a superficial commentary on the obvious.” It cannot be more obvious than the
transformation of Paris in the 1850s through 1870s by Georges-Eugène Haussmann (Saalman,
1971) as seen below in Fig.1.

Fig 1. Paris Urban Grid (The Guardian, 2016)
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Critical Review Week 8
The representation of architecture as syntactic configurations: comparing
the logic behind spatial syntax in the works of Hillier and Steadman.
In the works of Knight and Stiny in ‘Classical and Non-Classical Computation’ (Knight and Stiny,
2001) they explore the logic behind computational configurations in the way that it is
represented and the way computation processes data. Representation is described to exist in
two interrelated from. Verbal representation refers to a classical form of computation which
depends on a fixed set of primitives and assigned syntax - similar to natural language; while
visual representation refers to a non-classical form of computation referring to a lack of syntactic
primitives but instead depend on visual representation of shapes and patterns without syntactic
meaning. To elaborate, classical forms could refer to numbers, words, symbols and quantitative
forms of syntax while non-classical refers to shapes, diagrams, lines, planes and more abstract
forms. This logic of computation can be transferred to understanding architectural syntax
through the concept of shape grammars. This refers to non-classical representation, closely tied
to the term of computational emergence. It refers to the global, unexpected behavior or
outcomes that emerge from decentralized local rules which can be used to observe the
underlying configuration of architectural genotypes - referring to buildings that share similar
structural patterns through spatial organization or symmetry which influences a building’s
particular function (Hillier, Hanson 1984). This same logic can also be used to study structures
underlying the urban grid such as the beady ring structure in small towns (Hillier, Hanson 1984)
In ‘Space is the Machine’ (Hillier, 1996), Hillier investigates the configurational patterns of
spaces in order to reveal its underlying architectural syntax. To do this, he views the
architectural spaces as grids categorized known as an adjacency complex or a-complex. Hillier
then represents the permeability of the space within the grid by taking into account doorways,
partitions and spatial boundaries. This detailed grid is known as the p-complex. Hillier states in
this work that configuration takes priority over the intrinsic properties of the spatial element in
relating form to function. Through these grids, he seeks to understand theoretically how
characteristic properties of spatial integration are created which progresses towards
understanding how “architectural possibility becomes architectural actuality”(Hillier, 1996).
However, in addition to spatial configuration and integration, Hillier also states that movement
plays an important role in what he calls “spatial programming” where the layout of spaces affect
how far people have to travel to reach a certain space or the limitations of their movement (the
type of links one room has from another). The higher the limitations of movement, the more
programmed as movement is internal to the functioning of the building and vice versa. To
summarize, rules are derived from spatial partitions, affecting the configuration and movement
of users which determine the functions of space.
Meanwhile, in ‘Building Types and Built Forms’(Steadman, 2014), Steadman likewise views
architectural configuration from a similarly computational standpoint. However, he creates a
different type of architectural syntactic structure which views the built form through strings of

binary. Steadman uses binary to categorize plans. Voids are represented as 0 while built areas
are 1. This is represented according to an X and Y axis. From these binary strings, Steadman
observes the symmetry within a building where 1011101 means that it has bilateral symmetry on
both x and y axis. 0001101 and 0001101 means there is mirror symmetry on the diagonal axis
and so on. In addition to voids and symmetries, binary can also take into account the orientation
of architecture and is able to reorientate an input value in order to compare similarities between
the different symmetries and configurational layouts. For Steadman, he views these binaries as
‘morphospace’ where similar shapes are grouped within distinct areas of this morphospace in
order to provide a classification of built forms and their interrelationships in a systematic way.
Through this method of study, Steadman also manages to observe the linear history of building
types, ‘morphological trajectories’, the evolution of spatial form through the years.
Between Hilliers’ idea of spatial syntax and Steadman’s binary configurations, they have a
notable difference. While both have a classical foundation of representation, Hillier processes
architectural structure in a non-classical way, making use of shapes and symbols (Knight and
Stiny, 2001), seen in justified graphs (Hillier and Hanson, 1984), as well as taking into account
additional factors such as cultural intent found in genotypes and the level of the specific building
which are individual differences which are not categorized by cultural genotypes (Hillier, 1996).
Hilliers’ approach is much more sociological and qualitative than Steadmans’ which is more
quantitative. The binary production of typology might have it’s shortcomings in a sense that it is
limited by what information can be stored and then processed in 0 and 1s. It’s current
configuration is such that it only stores spatial details which is the configuration of shapes, walls
and void(Steadman, 2014). Therefore, it can be observed that while Hillier adopts a
non-classical approach that still manages to scientifically compute architecture in the form of
graphs, similar to that of graph theory found in mathematics, Steadman’s binary approach is
classical and more rigid in its approach to understanding the syntax of spaces. Perhaps the next
step of improving Steadman’s approach is to consider quantifying certain social or
configurational abnormalities into the binary string in order to better encompass and classify the
social phenomenons that surround architecture.
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How ‘natural’ and ‘artificial’ urban structures are interlinked as part of
human technical evolution - through the lens of the actor-network theory.
In ‘Order and structure in urban design’ (Hanson, 1989), Hanson examines the urban layout of
London before and after The Great Fire of 1666. The pre-fire London was a city that was
organic, meaning that it naturally evolved from the patterns in which people used the space.
Areas were self organized and naturally expanded based on neighborhood patterns and social
conditions emerging from trade and marketspaces. London was said to be extremely
disorganized which affected living conditions as it was overcrowded and unsanitary. However, it
was not in a state of decay, meaning that there was a social logic behind the way the city was
structured and it functioned well as a trade hub because of dense patterns of everyday
interaction that affected the way the streets were designed vice versa. However, after The Great
Fire which destroyed most of the organic central city, urban planners and designers put forth a
range of proposals which were analyzed by Hanson in great detail. She noticed the following
from her analysis; firstly that these proposals were split into two major categories, that
concerning the built form and the other, the built function. The main difference was that the
former focused on aesthetics, compositions, shapes and motif while the latter on social
processes, density, economics and the practical functions of the city. However, in all these
proposals, Hanson noticed that compared to the pre-fire urban layout, these proposals were
significantly more organized through analysis of its rectilinearity and regularity. They also
increased overall integration of the city, significantly reducing the number of streets and
removing dead ends or culs-de-sacs.
In ‘Space is the machine’ (Hillier, 1996), Hillier likewise categorizes the urban layout into two
types, structure and order. He describes ‘structure’ artefacts to be those we move in and learn
to understand through living in it while ‘order’ being overall rational concepts which can be
grasped all at once. ‘Order’ also had another visual property to be geometric or relational in
nature. Hillier gives examples of these two layouts; the ‘ideal’ town plan following the concept of
‘order’ which is made up of similar parts and similar relations. These compositions are logical in
their geometric elements, are rational and can be imposed and understood immediately. The
other example would be the ‘organic’ town where elements are scarcely identifiable without
much repetition. Relations are likewise hard to define. However, the key thing is that these
organic towns have very powerful spatial patterning which seems to originate from function.
Hillier defines organic towns as structures while ideal towns as orders because they have very
different and almost contrary properties. While structure cannot be seen all at once, they arise
from a lived process and are intelligible through the process of living and using the space otherwise seen through movement patterns.
However, structure and order should not exist independently as it can be said that both arise as
a result of human social evolution. Referring back to the conclusion of ‘Order and structure in
urban design’ (Hanson, 1989), Hanson concludes her analysis by stating that naturally evolved
cities might have well developed social structure but remain disorganized through its
infrastructure while for planned cities it’s the opposite, with many areas failing to achieve ideal

social structure. Therefore, they should not be mutually exclusive and it is necessary to look at
them separately and together without choosing one or the other. This in turn captures the
degree which either or both is necessary in tandem to create an organized but socially
structured city.
Penn elaborates this in ‘Cognition and the City’ (Penn, 2018) that the configuration of the built
environment is affected by and has an effect on social forms. This is justified by the fact that
spatial configuration is bounded by walls and directly affects social relationships and the
patterns of movement by people in space due to the restriction of movement and visibility (Hillier
et al, 1993), and thus on patterns of co-presence. These patterns of spatial configuration or
urban plan are built collectively and therefore act as objects which consolidate and record the
social and economic processes that go behind supporting and designing these built
environments. The act of inhabiting and using these spaces also creates the field of
co-presence and awareness, forming part of the intersubjective reality that individuals share as
part of society in a feedback loop. Linking back, this also means that the order and structure of
urban design and the function of spaces are interlinked in a way that the existence of each
feedback into the other. This is supported in the Actor-Network Theory (Yaneva, 2009) where it
states that design is inevitably socially linked, where objects of design mobilizes different
conscious decisions from individuals affecting their societal choices and then object choices
again in a loop, creating a collective social feedback within co-presence spaces. That is to say,
both ‘natural’ and ‘artificial’ urban spaces which are technological ‘objects’ manifested through
human sociological progress likewise affect and are affected by a series of feedback loops
which are to some extent self-reinforcing. (Penn, 2018)
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